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From Reader Review The Game Changer: The Final Score for
online ebook

Stief says

I really enjoyed this book and I was eager to find out what happened to JJ and Luke after the shocking
ending of the first book. I wasn't disappointed and there was enough tension and angst to keep me interested
- well for about 3/4 of the book. The last quarter of the book was a little disappointing- it was slower, the
storyline moved to the story of Mikey and Deanna and a lot less focus on JJ and Luke. It felt as if the author
had reached Luke and JJs story end and then wrote a few chapters focusing on Deanna and Mikey- so 2
books in one really. This let the book down a little purely because of the structure, it was still good but just
went off on a tangent.

I loved the relationship between all the characters, the feeling of community, closeness between families and
the support they all give each other. It was quite a long read but I enjoyed it especially the first half. It was a
sweet and endearing story.

Kristin Campbell says

FABULOUS!

Another emotional roller coaster, but this one is the opposite on the emotional timeline from the last book.
The first half of the book, you are so sad for the characters, and then it's "Oh, no!", then "What's going to
happen next?" After that, you start thinking everything is going to be smooth sailing and then, "BAM!" more
drama starts.

It's an incredible story of overcoming grief, life's trials, becoming yourself, finding yourself, moving on and
love. There are so many emotional battles of all kinds. Scars from the past will be exposed. And,
relationships will grow and fall apart.

Mikey and DeDe have their own pov's in this book, so their story is joined with Luke and JJ's lives, making
the book all the more enjoyable and drama-filled.

I absolutely LOVE these characters and my only regret in this book is that their story ends with this book.
Their journey was incredibly bittersweet, long, grief-stricken and torturous to the point that I had to walk
away at the emotional turmoil pouring out of the pages at times.

So love these books!

Anne OK says

L.M. Trio does not disappoint in "The Final Score," her sequel to "The Game Changer." It was even better.
Luke is home from prison and struggling to make sense of his life. One thing is for sure: He wants Jesse
back. But she isn’t the same girl he left devastated and heartbroken two years ago.



A secondary romance between DeDe and Mike finally comes to fruition and was equally as captivating. In
truth, there are four main characters this go round and each have their own POV filling the pages of this book
with lots of emotions, angst, and romance – all splendidly written.

An easy to read story with great dialogue between the characters, heart melting interaction between family
and friends, and a fantastic Epilogue wrapped everything tightly into a very happily ever after.

Bravo L.M. Trio for an outstanding story from start to finish!

✿kawehi.reviews says

"The Game Changer: The Final Score" picks up where book one left off: Luke breaking up with Jesse and
going off to prison.

It is told in different perspectives as there is a couple of character's stories going on at once that intertwine
with each other, but I ONLY FOCUSED ON THE LUKE AND JESSE BIT. Sorry, I wasn't interested in
the other characters at all.

SO, now focusing on Luke and Jesse.
Personally, I would have loved for the book to solely focus on Luke and Jesse's relationship but obviously
that was not how it panned out.

Although I did love them together as a couple, a couple of the times I grew annoyed with their characters as I
found them both aggravating and immature at certain points.

Luke and Jesse basically have to rebuild their relationship and it proves to be a worthwhile challenge and
lesson to the both of them. I'm a hopeless romantic so inside I was rooting for them to get over their issues
and be together. I loved the fact that no matter what, they were able to work out their issues and try again.

I especially loved the epilogue and squealed that they got a suitable ending that I wanted for them. :)

Hayley says

Five stars is not enough for The Game Changer The Final Score, I want to give the story and characters a
hell of a lot more. This is the one book that I have been counting down the days to get into my hands, we all
know what happened in book one, and I was pretty much stuck to it on release day and didn't put it down
until I'd finished and then read from chapter 20 all over again. We normally read from two POV in a book
but to have Luke's, JJ's, De's and Mikey's all in the one, it never left me with unanswered questions as you
knew who and what they were thinking and I loved it. The Final Score had me crying both happy and sad
tears, sighing, wanting to knock heads together, dropping my Kindle at the oh my God moment but for the
most part I sat there with a full on smile, that did make my face ache at one point, at how everything was
working out as it should. I am majorly happy with the ending that not only we got, but Luke, JJ, De, Mikey
and also David. I have to keep reminding myself the story isn't real but in my head and heart I have
everything crossed that they continue to live happily ever after. But somehow I know they will.... You can't



fight whats meant to be.

Molly says

When is the release date I hate it when this happens. you get a good book but there has to be another and is
not out yet. I wanna know what happens to Luke and Jesse and Mikey and Deanna.

Laura's Book Addiction says

Loved it!!!!

Laura Bustamante says

OMG, super good book!!! Love JJ, Luke, Mikey and De!!!

Michelle says

This book was very well written. Loved how it explored young love nd the fact that the author didn't
overpower the story with sex and vulgar language. A love story doesn't always have to detail out the "sexual
encounter" that you find in alot of reads these days. Can't wait for book 2.

Kerry Matchett says

The first book to this series was brilliant and left us devastated and needing more.
This second book did not let us down, it had me hooked and I read it in a day .
Brilliant and emotional love story for two great couples.
It has left me with a huge grin on my face.
A must read

Ziv says

I finished this book a couple of days ago and.... Nothing. I didn't feel anything towards it. I admit, I loved the
first book up until Luke's arrest. It felt like she just wanted to do a sequel so she looked for ideas. And she
found it...Kinda...Not reallY. (But that's another review..)

Anyway, this book tells the story of Jesse, Luke, Mikey and De. It tells it from their POV.

Up until the point where Jesse and Luke reunited it felt a little rushed. It felt like I was reading a summery of



the book and not the actual one. Which sucked.

Now lets talk about Jesse dating someone that's old enough to be her father.
I mean, sure sometimes you choose the person you fall in love with and I don't have a problem with older
guys. Ok I do, because if they were potty trained the same year as your father did, then something is wrong
here. But what really bothered me here was her dad's reaction, or lack of for that matter. He just told her:
well ok, have fun. If it was my dad he would've killed us both. That's how much he loves me ;)

Jail. A wonderful place, so magical. Not.
How can they all move on so fast from those two horrible years he spent there?! I just don't get it...

Another thing that bothered me was that she totally ruined Jesse's character. I mean, yeah ok she grew up and
matured, but she didn't have to make her a bitch!!! When Alexa came to apologise-- I know she did shitty
things to her, but she's not supposed to bite her head off and act like a bitch to her when she tells her how
sorry she is for acting like she did and congrats on her engagement blah blah blah. She should've said: thank
you. I forgive you... It totally ruins Jesse for me.

What I did like is De and Mikey's relationship!!!! I just love Mikey! He is such a fun and happy character
That I soon fell in love with him.. Haha
Maybe I liked their parts better because it was a new relationship, and I love those stories!

I don't really recommend for you guys to read this. But if you really want to know what happens to them then
go on. That's why I read it. I guess if I wasn't curious to what would happen after Luke's arrest and stuff I
would have never read it.

She should have had an happy ending in the first one and then make a spin off about De and Mikey. Would
have been better.

Jacquelyn Toll says

loved this such a great way to end the second book epecially after the emoitional rollercoaster that the first
book sent us on!!! thank god luke and jj ended up together after everything that happened. They finally get
their happily ever after and they end up married on new years eve!! but this book wasnt all about them kind
of like the first one was!! it is a great combination of jj,luke,mikey and deanna! What can i say about mikey
and de de?? can we say FINALLY!!! oh yes mikey finally comes to his stupid senses and tells de how he
really feels about her!! only to be faced with a problem that can change his world forever! can we sat
CRAZY ex!! oh yes thats exactly what lora(sp) is a crazy crazy ex!! not only does the crazy girl tell mikey
she is pregnant but she lies about the whole thing who does something like this?? well evidently lora!! when
mikey finally gets to the bottom of it he is so realeaved!! and who can blame him!!! the ending to this book
is great!! luke gets called up to the big leages to play with mikey and de decides to move in with mikey!! the
epilogue which is five years later....not only do luke and jj have two children but mikey and de have a son
which if i caught on correctly luke and mikey are the babies names and most liley the same age!! which is
adorable!! but mikey and luke are in the world series and of course its a close game luke throws a bad throw
and what do you think mikey does he goes out the pitchers mound and has a talk with luke if you know
anything about these two you know they can hardly ever be serious! mikey calms luke down by asking if the
parents are watching the kids so they can go out and celebrate after they win this and well of course they do!!
who can stand against the two of them out on the field together! not anyone!! now what i want to see is a



book way down the road one on their children growing up together see how that plays out and what the next
generation of luke and mikey can get into!!!!

Rafi says

I have it bad for Luke! I can't wait to read this book! The 1st book just left me hanging literally. It wasn't one
of those happy cliffhangers so mainly I'm unfulfilled after reading the 1st book. Release date please?

Isabel says

I loved this book. Words fail me now. I just can't express the way this book made feel. Would recommend it
to anyone.

J says

Ahhhh Finally!!!!!!!!!

Stayed up all night reading this! Needed to know what was gonna happen to Luke and Jesse after the
HORRIBLE cliffhanger......

Loved it! Loved everyone even Frank!

and Mikey, Oh swoon... I really fell in love with him in this one!!!

AND OMG Love, loved, freaking LOVED the Epilogue!!! Amazing!

4.5 Stars


